Modeling the Impact of the Viscoelastic Layer Thickness and the Frictional Strength to the Lithosphere Deformation in a Strike-Slip Fault: Insight to the Seismicity Pattern along the Great Sumatran Fault
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Abstract: As an earthquake is capable of causing significant losses, a strain buildup and release model following an earthquake is of importance for mitigation purposes. In this study, we aim to model strain buildup and release on a strike-slip fault which consists of elastic–brittle (upper crust) and elastic–viscous (lower crust and upper mantle) layers using a finite element model. The fault strength during strain buildup is controlled by the friction coefficient and cohesion, in addition to the viscoelastic parameter, as shown in the deformation model using Maxwell’s material. In the strain buildup model, we found that the differential stress on the elastic layer is larger than that on the viscoelastic layer and that the differential stress increases with the thickness of the elastic layer. When the viscoelastic layer is thinner, the deformation observed on the surface is larger. However, the differential of stress in the strain release model on the elastic layer is smaller than that on the viscoelastic layer, which shows the transfer stress from the lower crust and upper mantle to the upper crust. Using the knowledge gained by varying the thickness and frictional strength of the lithosphere, we discuss the seismicity pattern observed along the Great Sumatran Fault.
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1. Introduction

The interseismic phase occurs when the strain in the brittle upper crust of a fault accumulates steadily over a long period of time due to the continuous slow relative motion of the adjacent plates. Following the deep slip model [1], during the interseismic phase, a fault in the seismogenic zone located in the upper crust is presumably locked due to frictional strength acting on the fault. On the other hand, the lower crust and upper mantle deforms continuously due to the tectonic stress. When the frictional strength of the fault is exceeded, the accumulated strain will be released instantaneously during the coseismic phase [2–5]. Following the coseismic phase, there is a transient phase of postseismic deformation where the lithosphere adjusts to the coseismic stress changes [1,6].

The buildup and release of tectonic stress that repeatedly occur during the earthquake cycle are reflected in the patterns of surface deformation [7]. The surface deformation patterns indicate the contribution of Earth’s rheology in earthquake cycles. Based on Reid’s elastic rebound theory, the surface deformation patterns often assume purely elastic deformation in the earthquake cycle [2]. However, for hours to hundreds of years, a precise mechanism for strain buildup is needed to explain the imposed stress that relaxes with time. Thus, viscoelastic models have been developed to understand the crustal deformation during the earthquake cycle (e.g., Nur and Mavko [8]; Savage and Prescott [9]; Cohen [10]; Li and Rice [11]; Kato [12]), where an elastic layer overlying a viscoelastic half space...
is assumed and earthquake slip is imposed on a shallower brittle part of the crust. The relaxation of the viscoelastic material of the lower crust and upper mantle and its interaction with the elastic upper crust are needed to understand deformation in the earthquake cycle.

One of the major strike-slip regions that is relatively less modeled is the Great Sumatran Fault (GSF). Sumatra experiences oblique plate convergence with northward motion at about 50 to 70 mm/year between the Eurasian continental lithosphere and Indian–Australian ocean lithosphere [13–15]. The GSF is a pure dextral strike-slip fault that is 1900 km long and that traverses the Sumatra Ocean Ridge near the active volcanic arc [16–18]. It runs parallel to the Sunda Trench and follows the magmatic arc southward from the Andaman Sea back-arc basin to the Sunda Strait [19]. Many shallow major earthquakes have occurred along the right-lateral strike-slip GSF since 1892. Among them are ten earthquakes with $M \geq 7.0$, including the 1933 M 7.5 Kumering event, the 1935 M 7.0 and 7.2 events in the northwestern and southeastern parts of Tripa, the 1943 M 7.1 event in the southeastern half of Sunda, the 1943 M 7.3 Ketaun event, and the M 7.6 Suliti and Sumani twin earthquakes [20]. On average, a major earthquake occurs along the GSF zone every five years [21]. This tectonically active strike-slip fault is divided into multiple segments with slip rates ranging from 3 to 16 mm/year (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Slip rate (mm/year) distribution across the Great Sumatran Fault (GSF) zone at each segment of the fault. The slip rates are inferred from GPS measurements of previous studies [15,21–23]. The fault segments refer to the National Center for Earthquake Studies of Indonesia [24].

Given all of the consequences of major earthquakes along the shallow strike-slip fault, modeling the lithosphere deformation model is crucial as a proxy to estimate earthquake occurrence. A few studies of the deformation model have been conducted: Savage and Prescott [9], Wang et al. [25], and Li et al. [26]. However, these studies have not re-
viewed the strain buildup and release with various lithosphere thicknesses and the effect of fault frictional strength on the lithosphere. Savage and Prescott [9] studied a simple two-dimensional earthquake cycle model (strain accumulation, strain release, and postseismic readjustment) in an elastic lithosphere overlying a viscoelastic asthenosphere. Meanwhile, Wang et al. [25] modeled a subduction earthquake cycle by addressing the loading mechanism, including the driving forces, the strength of plate boundary faults, and the coupling of long-term tectonic processes and short-term earthquake cycles. Hence, this study uses three-dimensional finite element modeling to highlight the importance of stress buildup and release with various lithosphere thicknesses and the effect of fault friction force on the lithosphere by adding velocity boundary conditions based on the decomposed oblique plate convergence. We also evaluate several parameters, such as material and boundary conditions, the frictional strength of the fault to the strain buildup and release along the fault, where the smaller differential stress on the elastic layer showed the strain released from the lower crust and upper mantle to the upper crust. However, the differential stress on the elastic layer in strain buildup model is larger than on the viscoelastic layer and also increases with the thickness of the elastic layer. Our results suggest a correlation between the accumulated strain in the brittle elastic crust, the crustal thickness, and the occurrence of major intraplate events along the GSF.

2. Methods

We implemented a finite element method to simulate the lithosphere deformation in a strike-slip mechanism. A Pylith finite element code was used to simulate the dynamic and quasi-static simulations of crustal deformation [27, 28]. The procedures for building and simulating our numerical model are described in the following sections.

2.1. Model Building

First, a model representing the strike-slip fault is built. We simplified the geometry of the typical strike-slip model for the sake of reducing the computational time. The simulations were performed several times to infer the sensitivity of the layer thickness and frictional strength of the fault to stress accumulation.

The mesh was built using Coreform Cubit 2020.2 (Coreform, Orem, UT, USA), which is a software for generating high-quality meshes for finite element analysis. The model geometry is a block with the dimensions of 16 km × 16 km × 6 km for the length, width, and thickness, respectively, based on previous studies, i.e., Lynch and Richards [29]; Natawidjaja and Triyoso [17]; Burton and Hall [30] in which the average segment length was 120 km and the thickness was 45 km (15 km and 30 km for the brittle upper crust layer and lower crust and upper mantle, respectively). To simplify the calculations and to reduce the computational time, we downscaled the geometry of the model by 7.5. This model also consists of a vertical fault cutting through the entire model domain equally. We discretized the mesh in a hexahedron. A total of 14,157 nodes of uniform size were generated.

The model uses elastic material as an upper crust overlying a viscoelastic Maxwell material comprising the lower crust and upper mantle, with the constant parameter values in the model listed in Table 1. These parameter values are within reasonable values and were determined according to previous studies, e.g., Indrastuti et al. [31], Yegorova and Pavlenkova [32], Turcotte and Schubert [33], Billen and Gurnis [34], and Johnson et al. [35].

The viscoelastic material thickness was varied to determine its effect on the deformation measured in the lithosphere. The material thickness was varied in three scenarios: (1) the elastic upper crust has the same thickness as the viscoelastic lower crust and upper mantle of 3 km, (2) the elastic layer is thinner than the viscoelastic layer, and (3) the elastic layer is thicker than the viscoelastic layer (Figure 2).
Table 1. Model parameters for each layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Block</th>
<th>P-Wave Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>S-Wave Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Viscosity (Pa s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper crust (elastic)</td>
<td>6625</td>
<td>4064</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower crust &amp; upper mantle (viscoelastic Maxwell)</td>
<td>7230</td>
<td>4470</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>$7.10046 \times 10^{19}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Numerical mesh of the finite element model using three different scenarios: (a) an equal thickness of 3 km for the elastic upper crust (upper mesh layer) and the viscoelastic lower crust and upper mantle (lower mesh layer) as scenario one; (b) a thinner elastic upper crust layer (2 km) than the viscoelastic layer (4 km) as scenario two; and (c) a thicker elastic upper crust layer (4 km) than the viscoelastic layer (2 km) as scenario three.

2.2. Deformation Simulation

Lithosphere deformation was simulated to represent two processes: strain buildup and release. In each process, we varied the simulation parameters. For the strain buildup, the model was loaded by applying velocity boundary conditions. The load on the boundary was adjusted to give a sense of a right-lateral movement, representing the slip along the GSF. We found that velocity boundary conditions of 3 cm/year and 1 cm/year in the y and x directions, respectively, could represent the slip along GSF. It was decomposed from oblique plate convergence with northward motion at about 50–70 mm/year between the Eurasian continental lithosphere and the Indian–Australian ocean lithosphere, where the subduction angle is about 70°–80° with respect to the fault plane [13–15]. The bottom boundary (negative z) is fixed, as we assume that there is no displacement in the mantle related to the modeled strain build up [11,12]. The simulation was run under a quasi-static case for a simulation time of 250 years. The frictional strength of the fault, i.e., the friction coefficient and cohesion, was applied to simulate the strain buildup in the locking fault. In this simulation, the friction coefficient was varied by 0.4, 0.6, and 0.85 [36], and the cohesion was varied by 1 MPa, 2 MPa, and 5 Mpa [37] (Figure 3a).
we found that the thicker the viscoelastic layer (scenario two), the smaller the slip along recurrence intervals up to 500 and 2500 years [24]. We chose the 500-year recurrence interval to be simulated in this study, and the strain accumulation will be analyzed in each half recurrence interval before and after the earthquake, e.g., simulation years 250 and 750, respectively. For the strain release model, the lower portion of the fault slips at a steady rate of 1.5 cm/year and fully releases the accumulated strain at year 500 in the form of an earthquake rupture by 7.5 m slips. In addition, we also ran the model to partially accommodate the release of the accumulated strain by 80%, 60%, and 40% which is represented by the 6 m, 4.5 m, and 3 m slips, respectively (Figure 3b).

We investigated the strain buildup in the interseismic phase of the earthquake cycle using its slip magnitude, displacement, and differential stress. We showed how the frictional strength along the fault controls the strain buildup over 250 years. To illustrate the effects of the model parameters, we used scenario one, which has a friction coefficient of 0.6, cohesion of 2 MPa, and an equal elastic and viscoelastic layer thickness as the reference model, from which the increase or decrease in strain accumulation was estimated relative to this reference model.

After 250 simulation years, the surface model predicts smaller displacement around the fault than the area far from the fault (Figure 4). The displacement is the smallest in the fault core (locked zone). The amount of displacement in the fault is controlled by its frictional strength. As presented in Figure 5, the impact of the friction coefficient is larger than the cohesion. The other factor impacting the modeled surface displacement is the thickness ratio between the elastic to viscoelastic layer. The smaller elastic to viscoelastic ratio modeled in scenario two will also produce displacement on the surface that is 13.54% smaller compared to the reference model (Figure 4a,b).

For the strain release, the earthquake rupture at the upper crust and a steady fault creep at the viscoelastic layer of the lower crust and upper mantle were simulated along the fault plane. The determination of the earthquake recurrent interval in this study is taken from probability seismic hazard analysis implemented in Indonesia and in other regions, in which several seismic hazard maps are generated by taking into account earthquakes with recurrence intervals up to 500 and 2500 years [24]. We chose the 500-year recurrence interval to be simulated in this study, and the strain accumulation will be analyzed in each half recurrence interval before and after the earthquake, e.g., simulation years 250 and 750, respectively. For the strain release model, the lower portion of the fault slips at a steady rate of 1.5 cm/year and fully releases the accumulated strain at year 500 in the form of an earthquake rupture by 7.5 m slips. In addition, we also ran the model to partially accommodate the release of the accumulated strain by 80%, 60%, and 40% which is represented by the 6 m, 4.5 m, and 3 m slips, respectively (Figure 3b).

3. Results

3.1. Strain Build-Up Model

Figure 3. Displacement model for scenario one: (a) the strain buildup model at time simulation of 250 years using friction coefficient 0.6 and cohesion 2 MPa; (b) the strain release model using slip 7.575 m.

Afterwards, slips along the fault are also estimated for the different scenarios applied in this simulation. As expected, applying a larger friction coefficient and cohesion value will result in a smaller slip in both the elastic and viscoelastic layers (see Figure 5). Furthermore, we found that the thicker the viscoelastic layer (scenario two), the smaller the slip along the fault (Figure 5b). Compared to the cohesion, the impact of the friction coefficients on the displacement on the surface was greater. The reduction in the displacement on the fault caused by the higher friction coefficient of 0.85 was found at ~0.9134 cm. It is almost three times higher than the displacement reduction caused by the higher cohesion value of 5 MPa (~0.3238 cm).
Figure 4. Displacement with distance from the fault of strain buildup model at year 250 based on different friction coefficients and cohesion values in three scenarios: (a) scenario one, (b) scenario two, and (c) scenario three.

The differential stress values at the center and the boundary of each layer of the reference model are plotted in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. In accordance with the displacement and slip, the impact of the friction coefficient on the differential stress is higher than the cohesion. Interestingly, the variations in the friction coefficient and cohesion used in the viscoelastic layer only caused a negligible impact on the modeled differential stress. This shows that the friction coefficients and cohesion used did not affect the viscoelastic material significantly in the lower crust and upper mantle. It was mainly because the lower crust and upper mantle is more plastic, and the upper crust is more brittle. Therefore, the impact of friction coefficient and cohesion is more significant in the upper crust. As for the reference model, we found that continuous loading increases the differential stress at an
average of ~0.27 MPa/year for the elastic layer. This rate is more than four times higher than the rate due to the viscoelastic layer (~0.06 MPa/year). The higher stress accumulated in the elastic layer is then eventually released after it surpasses the frictional strength of the fault.

Figure 5. Slip magnitude of strain buildup model based on different friction coefficients and cohesion values in three scenarios: (a) scenario one, (b) scenario two, and (c) scenario three.

Figure 6. Differential stress at the center of each layer of strain buildup model based on (a) different friction coefficients and (b) different cohesion levels.
In order to investigate the viscoelastic material in the coseismic and interseismic phases, the displacement was analyzed two times, shortly after the earthquake (year 505) for the coseismic phase and 245 years after the earthquake (year 750) for the interseismic phase. We also implemented three models with different thickness ratios to analyze the effects of viscoelastic material.

Figure 8 shows the decrease in the displacement as a function of the distance from the fault. The trend is the opposite of the strain accumulation plotted in Figure 4, as it represents the stress release of the accumulated strain.

3.2. Strain Release Model

We also investigated the strain release in the coseismic phases of the earthquake cycle using its displacement and differential stress resulting from slips along the fault. These slips represent the coseismic slip of the earthquake cycle, where we set the locked upper crust of the earth to slip every 500 years.

In order to investigate the viscoelastic material in the coseismic and interseismic phases, the displacement was analyzed two times, shortly after the earthquake (year 505) for the coseismic phase and 245 years after the earthquake (year 750) for the interseismic phase. We also implemented three models with different thickness ratios to analyze the effects of viscoelastic material.

Figure 8 shows the decrease in the displacement as a function of the distance from the fault. The trend is the opposite of the strain accumulation plotted in Figure 4, as it represents the stress release of the accumulated strain.

At the coseismic phase (year 505), the earthquake rupture at the upper crust (elastic layer) results in decreasing displacement along with increasing depth. On the other hand, the steady fault creep at the lower crust and upper mantle (viscoelastic layer) results in decreasing displacement with depth. The thickness ratio of the elastic to the viscoelastic layer also affects the deformation that occurred in the lithosphere, where a thicker viscoelastic layer (lower crust and upper mantle) produces a smaller displacement on the surface by approximately 10.3%.

Meanwhile, in the interseismic phase, the deformation model at both layers shows increasing displacement with depth. This pattern is different from the coseismic one, indicating that the layer is accumulating strain with time for the next slip. Moreover, this graph shows a significant difference in displacement between the two layers, and the viscoelastic layer (lower crust and upper mantle) experienced more displacement, 1.8750 m more, than the elastic one. This represents the steady fault creep along the viscoelastic layer that increases the shear strain along the fault in the elastic layer. The results are almost identical for all three different scenarios tested in this study.

The viscoelastic material in the strain release model was also simulated for four different earthquake slip magnitudes, i.e., 3 m, 4.5 m, 6 m, and 7.575 m. Figure 9 shows the differential stress at the boundary of each layer. A greater earthquake slip magnitude results in a greater differential stress (Figure 9). Each slip that increases by 1.5 m results in increasing the differential elasticity by approximately 48.566 MPa in that elastic layer and by approximately 99.677 MPa in the viscoelastic layer.

![Figure 7. Differential stress at the boundary of each layer of strain buildup model based on (a) different friction coefficient and (b) different cohesion.](image-url)
more, than the elastic one. This represents the steady fault creep along the viscoelastic layer that increases the shear strain along the fault in the elastic layer. The results are almost identical for all three different scenarios tested in this study.

The viscoelastic material in the strain release model was also simulated for four different earthquake slip magnitudes, i.e., 3 m, 4.5 m, 6 m, and 7.575 m. Figure 9 shows the differential stress at the boundary of each layer. A greater earthquake slip magnitude results in a greater differential stress (Figure 9). Each slip that increases by 1.5 m results in increasing the differential elasticity by ~48.566 MPa in that elastic layer and by ~99.677 MPa in the viscoelastic layer.

Figure 8. Displacement with the distance of strain release model with slip of 7.575 m in three scenarios (left) at 505 years and (right) at 750 years for (a) scenario one, (b) scenario two, and (c) scenario three.

This increase is related to the coseismic phase, in which the energy or strain is released during an earthquake with significant slip. The viscoelastic material in the lower crust and upper mantle moves similar to a “viscous flow” that is capable of accumulating strain and transferring the stress to the layer above it (upper crust or elastic layer) so that the most significant differential stress is at the boundary of each layer, which is the area where the transfer occurs. Figure 9 also shows the interseismic phase marked by a gradual decrease in differential stress. The decrease occurs over 100 to 150 years from the earthquake rupture.
4. Discussion

In this first numerical modeling of GSF by taking into account the viscoelastic model, we emphasize the impact of the viscoelastic layer thickness and the frictional strength to the general seismic pattern along GSF. The fault segmentations could also impact the local seismic pattern. However, it is beyond the scope of this study. Based on our numerical modeling results of the slip, displacement, and differential stress, we showed that the viscoelastic material in the lower crust and upper mantle can control the deformation that takes place within tens or hundreds of years (long-term lithosphere deformation) and that impedes slip in the model. The friction coefficient and cohesion also play an important role in modeling the strain buildup process. They affect lithosphere deformation, where applying a larger friction coefficient and cohesion value will produce greater differential stress. Furthermore, we found that the friction coefficient has a more significant impact on the model than cohesion does.

The 3-D viscoelastic finite element model developed in this study provides a simulation of the long-term deformation along a linear strike-slip fault. The results obtained in this study were used to understand the seismicity pattern in GSF with respect to the variation in crustal thickness. In our model, we vary the thicknesses of the brittle elastic layers, which can be correlated with the crustal thickness. Based on the results of Figure 4b, a strain buildup model with a thin upper crust layer (scenario 2) will produce a larger displacement gradient (strain) than a thick upper crust layer (scenario 3). Therefore, the differential stress is higher for the thinner brittle layer.

Based on the geological history and patterns of deformation, Sieh and Natawidjaja [38] divided GSF into the northern, central, and southern domains. The GSF earthquake history shows that the southern and central parts of the GSF experienced more large earthquakes than the northern part. The history of major earthquakes in the central and southern GSF include 1933 M 7.5 Kumering, 1900 M 7.0 Musi, 1893 M 7.0 Manna, 1909 M 7.3 Siulak, 1892 M 7.5 Angkola, 1943 M 7.1 in the southeastern half of Sunda, 1943 M 7.3 Ketaun, and the M 7.6 Suliti and Sumani twin earthquakes [20]. The northern part of the GSF only experienced a few major earthquakes, e.g., 1935 M 7.0 and 7.2 in the northwestern and southeastern parts of Tripar.

Interestingly, based on CRUST1.0 model [39] in Figure 10, the crustal thickness of the GSF is decreasing from north (~34 km) to south (~30 km). According to our numerical results, the strain buildup model in scenario 2 with a thin upper crust layer produce a larger
displacement gradient (strain) and higher differential stress than the other scenario. While the scenario 3 with a thicker upper crust layer produce a smaller displacement gradient (strain) and lower differential stress. Hence, we suspect that the stress accumulation in the central and southern regions with thinner crustal thickness is higher than in the northern part. Therefore, more major events were observed in the central and southern GSF. The small stress accumulation in the northern part of the GSF deduced from this study might explain the absence of significant events (M > 7) in the northern part of the GSF, even after the devastating M > 9 events in 2004.

Figure 10. The variation in crustal depth along GSF based on CRUST1.0 model and the M ≥ 7.0 earthquake history since 1892 [20].

5. Conclusions
We modeled the strain buildup and release in a strike-slip fault using an elastic material as an upper crust overlying a viscoelastic Maxwell material of the lower crust and upper mantle via the finite element method to understand the earthquake cycle and its lithosphere deformation. The lithosphere deformation was modeled based on two processes, i.e., strain buildup and release. We varied the viscoelastic layer thickness into three scenarios to determine its effect on the deformation measured in the lithosphere in terms of slip, displacement, and differential stress. We also varied the frictional strength of the fault, i.e., the friction coefficient and cohesion during the strain buildup. The strain buildup model showed a higher displacement gradient (strain) at the center of the fault for the thin upper crust scenario compared to other scenarios. Moreover, the friction coefficient and cohesion also play an important role in modeling the strain buildup process, as applying a larger friction coefficient and cohesion will produce greater differential stress. Furthermore, we showed that the friction coefficient has a more significant impact on the model.
The results coincide with the occurrence of some major events in the southern part of the GSF, which has the thinnest crust along the GSF. Meanwhile, the thick upper crust in the northern part seems to delay the occurrence of major events, for example in the Tripa and Renun segments, which have the thickest crust along the GSF (~34 km).

It is worth noting that the impact of the stress transfer imparted by the major events on the subduction zone and the stress heterogeneity due to fault segmentations might also affect the occurrence of major events in the northern part of the GSF. Further study is required to understand how stress transfer impacts stress accumulation along the GSF in both elastic and viscous layers.
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